
NIGHTSEER 335/350SERIES

THERMAL 
IMAGING CLIP ON



ATTENTION!

The proper usage of the device is important for safe exploitation!
Therefore read carefully the present manual!

If the device was left in storage for a longer period of time, before 
exploitation check its functionality.

Disassembling of the device is prohibited,except in authorized repair 
centers.

The external optical surfaces should be clean at all times.Touching 
the optical surfaces with bare hands is not recommended.

Sand and sea water can damage the optical coatings!

Do not point the device directly at the sun!

When left in storage for a longer period of time,batteries have to be
removed and stored in polyethylene bags to prevent contact with 
metal.(It is recommended to recharge the batteries every two to 
three months)

Image performance is dependent on scenery and atmosphere conditions.
Contrast in the same image may vary as a function of the time of day due 
to the effect of the sun.For example,at sunset objects will have absorbed 
different levels of heat resulting in greater temperature differences and 
better contrast.



ATTENTION!

When carrying or transporting the device,put the protective lens cap!

Condensation can cause fogging of the optical surfaces! Condensation
occurs when the temperature or humidity changes as follows:
   · When moving the device from cold to warm place and vice versa;
   · In places with high humidity.
When equalizing the temperature of the device with the environmental,
 the condensation disappears.Use the towel to remove moisture.

Clean the lens surfaces with the lens cloth or with the napkin!

Before attaching to weapons,check the regional legal regulations in the area of 
application.The attachment to a weapon is always the sole responsibility of the user.



Attention!
Export of NightSeer 3 Series models 
335C/335R/350C/350R/335RL/350RL 
May have export limitations depending on 
the laws in your region.
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APPEARANCE

Lens Cover

Detachable focus ring

OneTouch Button

Attachment place

Extension interface

Battery compartment cap

Video out / USB

NOTE
All images used in this instruction manual are for illustrative purpose only. Actual 
product may vary due to product enhancement.



ATTENTION!
The main operations are performed through the  “OneTouch Button” 
( 5 position button) .
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Turn off the device after usage, otherwise you can permanently 
damage the batteries!

ATTENTION!
Turn off the device after usage, otherwise you can permanently 
damage the batteries!

CONTROLS
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CONTROLS

NOTE :Photo and video taking function are only valid when WIFI is on.

Real time image NUC

Quick menu EXIT quick menu

Main menu Confirm selection

Real time image Bring out quick menu

Quick menu Change parameters

Main menu Change parameters

Real time image Bring out quick menu

Quick menu Change parameters

Main menu Change parameters

Real time image Bring out quick menu

Quick menu Switch function

Main menu Select setting options

Real time image Take photo Start / Stop
video-recording

Quick menu Switch function

Main menu Select setting options

Enter main menu

NA

NA

NANA

BUTTON DEVICE STATUS
(Current operating mode)

SHORT PRESS LONG PRESS

ON / OFF



STATUS BAR

The status bar is located in the lower part of the display and shows information on the actual 
operating status of the sight,including: 

Color palette

C1~C10

Wifi connection

Current digital zoom magnification

Battery charge with current level in percent
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QUICK MENU

Zoom
Press the Up/Down buttons to change digital zoom from 1X,2X,4X and PIP.
Picture in inset window under PIP mode is 2X digital zoom.

Basic image mode is “White Hot”. Press the Up/Down buttons to select palette from 
C1~C10. 

Sh
ar

p

Normal

Sm
ooth

Brightness
 Press the Up/Down buttons to change image brightness from 0~9.

Contrast
 Press the Up/Down buttons to change display contrast from 0~9.

Manual(silent) Calibration
 Close the Lens Cover before calibration.

Sharpness
 Select one of the sharpness aside with a short press of Up / Down.
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The Quick menu allows change of basic settings. Enter the Quick menu with a short press of 
any button in Up/Down/Left .To toggle between the functions below, press Left or Right button 
when Quick menu is in display. If select of Zoom, Palette, Brightness ,Contrast, Sharpness, 
Wi-Fi functions do not take place in 5 seconds , the information disappear from display.



QUICK MENU

Rangefinder
 
NightSeer imagers are equipped with a stadiametric rangefinder which allows the user to 
estimate approximate distance to an object of known size.

 
You will see on the display: measurement bars, icons of three reference objects and respective 
distances for the three objects.

There are three pre-set reference objects: 

Hare--height        0.3m
Wild boar-height 0.7m
Deer-height          1.7m

The lower fixed bar under the object automatically appear on display, press the Up/Down buttons
to move the upper horizontal bar until the object fits entirely between the two lines. The distance 
to the object is automatically recalculated as you move the upper line.
Press middle button to exit rangefinder mode ,range information will not disappear from display 
automatically.

To select the unit of measurement (meters or yards),go to the respective menu option.

WH

168m 68m 28m
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Wifi function
Press the UP/Down buttons to change ON            and OFF
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EXIT

NOTE
 
Enter the main menu with a long press of the Up button.
Press the Left/Right buttons to select between the main menu options.

Auto NUC

Mode

Press the Up/Down button to turn Automatic Non-uniformity Calibration On / Off. In the 
automatic mode the need for calibration is based on software algorithm , calibration starts 
automatically. When choose Off, user will do calibration manually by either lens cover
(silent without shutter) or press middle button(with shutter). Manual calibration function is
 in Quick Menu .

MAIN MENU

Press Up/Down to change your thermal imager to clip on mode.All menu is displayed in 
the central area of the image.The reason is the reduced field of view of the daysight by 
higher magnifications.Reaching a low battery state the device gives a warning in the top 
left corner of the central area.( M=Monocular   C = Clip on )

Press the Up/Down button to Exit Main Menu.Main Menu will not disappear automatically.

NOTE   It is recommended to use up to 3x magnification of the primary optical unit in order to keep the menu 
             and all submenus visible in clip-on mode.

Unit

M

Unit

Unit
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OLED Brightness

 Press Up/Down to select units of measurement from Yards and Meters.

Unit

Press Up/Down buttons then close lens cover to repair defective pixel.Defective pixels 
are found by software algorithm.

Defective Pixel Repair

 Press the Up / Down buttons to change OLED brightness from  0 , 1 , 2 .

Unit

Unit



BH

Unit

335C0001
support@cono-tech.com

This option allows the user to view the above information about the imager.

All NightSeers are adjusted on the laboratory test equipment with accuracy from 0.1
mrad to 0.3 mrad. The final accuracy depends on customer rifle scope, parallax of used 
rifle scope and shooting distance. NightSeer 35 is preset on 350m and NightSeer 50 is 
preset on 500m distance.

Info

Press Up/Down buttons to Restore Default Setting. 
The following settings will be restored to their original values before changes made
by user :

- Zoom
- Image Brightness
- Contrast
- Sharpness
- OLED Brightness

Reset

Alignment

Unit
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5) By pressing Left or Right button to move between X, Y and EXIT. By pressing Up button
to change positive value (X+, Y+), by pressing Down button to change negative 
value (X-, Y-). 

Customer who would like to use device on the shorter distance could recognize deviation 
and eliminate it by software correction. 

The manufacturing process of the NightSeers ensures the shooting precision tolerance 
within 3 to 7 cm at 100 m. To achieve better result accuracy, use Alignment Correction in 
main menu. (last icon)All NightSeers are preset in position X:0, Y:0.

Manual for electronic accuracy correction. 

1) Aiming your daytime scope to the middle of target and shoot. This is test process of 
control good daytime scope accuracy. 

2) Put NightSeer on the rifle scope using adapter. Aim to the thermal target and shoot 
again. 

3) Measure horizontal distance (x) and vertical distance (y) between shoot and aiming 
position from step 2.

4) Long press up button to enter main menu, you will see Alignment Correction as the 
last icon of the menu. Short press up button to enter this sub-menu. 

When the point of impact with NightSeer is on the Right side of previous point of impact 
(previous aiming position), change value X (X- => pressing button Down), decrease X value, and vice versa.

When the point of impact with NightSeer is on the Up side of previous point of impact 
(previous aiming position), change value Y (Y- => pressing button Down), decrease Y value, and vice versa.

While using the Alignment Correction is shown value of axis X and Y, one step for camera 
NightSeer 50 means 1,16 MOA = 3.4cm on 100m

While using the Alignment Correction is shown value of axis X and Y, one step for camera 
NightSeer 35 means 1,66 MOA = 4.8cm on 100m

BH

Alignment

x=0 y=0

Unit
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Turn the battery compartment knob counterclockwise until stop and remove it. 
Install two CR123A batteries in opposite polarity direction.

Turn the battery compartment knob clockwise until stop – the latches from both sides 
of the cover will pull out  (see the drawing).

Replace the battery cover and press it until its clicking position - make sure the cover 
is closed on both sides.

BATTERY INSTALLATION

6) The setting is saved by pressing EXIT button Up or Down.

7) Control if the value is saved correctly. 

x=11 y=0 x=11 y=-9 x=11 y=-9

5)-1 5)-2 6)
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Do not use rechargeable batteries since their use causes inaccurate battery level indication 
and possible disconnection during operation. 

NOTE:
Please do not use batteries of different types or batteries with various charge levels.

CABLE CONNECTION

Battery charge level is displayed on the status bar 

100% 50% 30% 10% 0%

OPEN

OPEN

Open Close

Pull Press

1. Battery charging / Firmware update 

Serves for battery charging and firmware update



CLIP ON INSTALLATION

MONOCULAR INSTALLATION

2.Video Cable

Serves for external displaying 
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SPECIFICATIONS

Hubei CONO Technology Co., Ltd 
Tel/ Fax:0086-27-87137247  Email: Support@cono-tech.com                                                                                                                      www.cono-tech.com  

 NS335-H NS335-C NS350-H NS350-C 

Microbolometer

Type

Resolution,pixels

Frame rate,Hz

Pixel size,um

Optical Characteristics

Objective lens 35mm,F/1.1 35mm,F/1.1 50mm,F/1.1 50mm,F/1.1

Magnification,X 1.83 1 2.62 1

Zoom 2x/PIP/4x 2x/PIP/4x 2x/PIP/4x 2x/PIP/4x

Eye relief,mm 15mm / 15mm /

Dioptre adjustment,D ±5 / ±5 /

FOV 10.6°×8.0° 10.6°×8.0° 7.4°×5.6° 7.4°×5.6°

Close-up range,m 5 5 5 5

Display

Type

Resolution,pixel

Detection range (1.7m target)

Recognition range (1.7m target)

Detection range (2.3m target)

Recognition range (2.3m target)

Power Supply

Battery type

Power supply

External power supply
Operation time on a battery set(standard version),hrs

Operation Time on external battery pack(standard
version),hrs（13000mAh）

Video Recorder(optional)

Video/Photo format

Built-in memory

Wifi Channel(optional)

Frequency

Reception range,m

Physical Parameters

Degree of protection

Operation temperature

Storage temperature

Shock and Vibration

Weight without batteries,g 560 490 580 505

Dimension,mm 200×61×67 170×61×67 215×65×67 187×65×67 

—20℃～+50℃

—40℃～+60℃

1200 G/ms

avi/jpg

32G

2.4

15

IP67

2XCR123

3.6～7.2v

5v USB

5

44

C = Clip on      H = Handheld (Eyepiece included as standard)

Uncooled

384×288

50

17

OLED

1024×768

1350

450

1800
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